One application of DEA to apply fixed costs to input sourcear or setting target in out put that is done by decision maker for units. At first, Mr Cook & Kress in troduced DEA as an approach for allocating fixed costs, many people introduced such models [3] . For completing this issue, one model for equitable allocation of costs or sorce was introduced by Wade D. Cook & Joe Zhu [6] . In this proposal obtaining a model for fixed equtable setting target in units was proposed in order to efficiency before & after the setting target nevar changed.
Introduction
DEA is an un parametric way that define propotional evaluation of decision maker units with multiple inputs & out puts, this issue began in (1978 [1] ) by Edward Rhodes on forals essay that for first time introduced an unparametric way. Results of this research by helping of charnez & coopor generalized C.C.R & it led to B.C.C & then anther basic models suchas additive models, S.B.M, conical vatio model,… In part, varios articles for DEA were written, one of the most important application & models for decision maker units is cost allocation & fixed setting target (DMUS). For cost allocating, one constraint was added as in put, one constaint was added as an out put in fixed setting target. At first DMU was evaluated and its efficiency were calculated. Models are presented in such way that their efficiency never changed befor & after allocating & setting target. For first time, Kress & cook proposed amodel for allocating, also Dr. Jahanshahloo & Hosseinzadeh in their essay obtained a constraint in which allocations remain without any changes, so this model was used in many articles and essays & many searchers were done in this field [3] [4] [5] . Joe Zhu & Wade. D. Cook, presented a model. This model was not applicable in some allocations. This issue was proved by ruiyue line & then a complete model for allocation was presented. By using of ruyue lins model, we want to have a model with fixed output allocation or in other words fixed setting target for dicision marker units and at last we introduce a model for setting target [6] . We can present the following model for obtaining the maximum amount of setting target for DMU with cons taints (3.5) and (3.7) and un negative variable 
 
But it is difficult, so we try to obtain amount as these ratio have the minimum of differences, so the following model can be proposal, 38  53  50  30  31  33  55  22  27  25  19  20  Input1  284  306  268  244  206  235  255  158  168  160  131  151  Input2  250  260  250  190  152  220  230  94  180  160  150  100  Output  1  120  147  100  100  80  88  90  66  72  55  50 
results
This article showed we can suppose equitable allocations as same as equitable setting target for decision making units. In this essay was assumed as a fixed scale. It mean that we can obtain results with varied scale by using C.C.R models but adding 
